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Abstract

Recommender systems have become a popular and effective way to quickly discover new service items that are probably
preferred by prospective users. Through analyzing the historical service usage data produced in the past, a recommender
system can infer the potential user preferences and make accurate recommendations accordingly. However, in the
edge environment, the service usage data stored in each edge server are often very sparse, which may result in expected
cold-start problems. Besides, in the edge environment, the data required to make an optimal service recommendation
decision are often stored in different edge clients or servers, which require additional privacy-preservation strategies to
secure the sensitive data involved. Considering the above two drawbacks, traditional locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is
improved to be multi-probing LSH and then introduced to aid the recommendation process so as to guarantee the
security and robustness of recommender systems. Experiments conducted on well-known dataset prove the effectiveness
and efficiency of the work.
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1 Introduction
With the popularization of service-oriented architecture
in web of things, a large number of services flooded in
people’s daily life. On the one hand, so many candidate
services mean that for a prospective user, the cost and
time for finding a preferred service is often high; on the
other hand, the users’ expectations of high timeliness and
high accuracy for service-oriented applications require
that a recommender system can provide real-time and ac-
curate recommended lists for users [1–4]. In view of this,
personalized and light-weight recommendation technol-
ogy emerges to achieve the above goals. By analyzing user
preferences, recommending systems can provide users
with rapid and accurate personalized recommended lists,
which greatly reduce the users’ selection cost and alleviate
their decision-making burden [5, 6].
Due to the unique characteristics of domain independ-

ence and easy interpretation of recommended results,
collaborative filtering (CF) has become one of the most

popular techniques in various recommendation systems.
Typically, by analyzing a great deal of historical QoS
(quality of service) data, similar neighbors of a target
user could be discovered; then, the probably preferred
services of the target user are recommended to him or
her with limited time cost. This way, the target users’
decision-making burden can be reduced to some extent.
Nevertheless, traditional collaborative filtering recom-

mendation methods mostly suppose the decision-
making data used for recommendation are centralized
without considering the fragmented data distributed in
different parties (such as Google and Microsoft). For ex-
ample, part of QoS data may be stored in the Google
platform, while other data are owned by Microsoft. From
the angle of providing users with more accurate and
comprehensive recommended results, it is obliged to
fuse the QoS data stored in Google and Microsoft. How-
ever, as two parties with conflicts of interest, Google and
Microsoft are often not willing to reveal their own data
to each other due to the necessity to protect users’ pri-
vate information, which block the cross-platform data
integration and multi-source recommendation.
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LSH (locality-sensitive hashing) [7] has already been
applied to service recommendation to realize the bal-
ance between user privacy protection and accurate data
integration. Concretely, a data platform (e.g., Google or
Microsoft) first transforms its original data into corre-
sponding hash values with less privacy and then open
these hash values to external platforms for collabor-
ation purpose. Finally, according to the hash values of
data from different platforms, a recommender system
can produce accurate service recommended list. This
way, user privacy can be protected; additionally, the
recommendation efficiency can be enhanced signifi-
cantly as hash tables can be built offline.
However, in the edge environment, the computation

and storage capabilities of each edge server or client
are often limited; therefore, the historical QoS data kept
by each edge client or server for recommendations are
often not dense enough, but sparse enough. Therefore,
it is of high probability that a target user cannot find
similar neighbors or target services. In this situation,
data sparsity problems occur while traditional LSH
method cannot deal with this problem effectively,
which brings a great challenge for more comprehensive
and accurate service recommendations.
Considering the abovementioned data sparsity and

privacy-preservation challenges, we introduce the
multi-probing LSH technique and put forward a robust
and privacy-preserving method to improve the recom-
mendation robustness in the sparse-data environment.
Briefly, the major contributions of our work are mainly
the following three aspects.

(1) We recognize the drawback of traditional
LSH technique in handling the distributed
recommendation applications with sparse
data in the edge environment.

(2) We improve the traditional LSH technique
to be multi-probing one and recruit it to deal
with the sparse data problems to pursue
robust and privacy-aware recommendations.

(3) A series of experiments are deployed on a freely
available dataset, i.e.,Movielens [8]. The results
of experiments validate that our method achieves
higher robustness and acceptable accuracy compared
to other competitive methods.

The structure of the paper is shown as follows. Re-
lated work about service recommendation is presented
in Section 2. We formulate the data sparsity problems
of recommendation in the edge environment and after-
wards motivate the method by a vivid example in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we detail the proposed service
recommendation method concretely. Experiments are
implemented and results are analyzed in Section 5. In

Section 6, we summarize this paper and point out the
possible improvement directions in the future research.

2 Related work
In this section, we briefly present an overview of existing
works from the following two aspects: data sparsity
problem in service recommendation and recommenda-
tion with privacy preservation.

2.1 Data sparsity problem in service recommendation
When more and more web services are appearing in
the network, the possibility that a web service would be
selected is becoming smaller and smaller. Therefore,
users often do not rate enough web services, and hence,
historical QoS data are often not sufficient for deter-
mining a target user’s similar neighbors, i.e., data spars-
ity problems occur [9]. Many studies have tried to
alleviate the data sparsity problems. Jing [10] proposed
a sparse probabilistic matrix factorization method
(SPMF) by employing Laplacian distribution to deter-
mine the service/user latent feature; Laplacian distribu-
tion has the ability to generate sparse coding and help
to recommend the tail services. Hu [11] proposed an
enhanced memory-based collaborative filtering method
to discover potential similarity relationships between
users or items by using limited user-item interactions;
thus, they incorporate user similarity reinforcement
and item similarity reinforcement into a comprehensive
framework and make more reliable rating predictions.
Qi [12] put forward a structural balance theory (SBT)-
based recommendation method for the sparsity of big
rating data in E-commerce. According to the rule of
structural balance theory, indirect friends of a target
user are discovered and “possibly similar product items”
are recommended to him or her.
In order to produce more reasonable and comprehen-

sive recommended results under sparse data conditions,
auxiliary information is incorporated to the recommen-
dation methods. Wang [13] integrates time information
into collaborative filtering method, and a hybrid per-
sonalized random walk algorithm for searching indirect
similar user/service is proposed to alleviate the data
sparsity problem. Hu [14] proposed a hierarchical
Bayesian model called collaborative deep learning
(CDL), which performs deep representation learning
for the content information and collaborative filtering
for the ratings’ matrix. By CDL, deep feature represen-
tation extracted from content information can capture
similarities and discover implicit relationships between
users and items. However, one drawback of these
methods based on auxiliary resource is high depend-
ency on auxiliary information that increases the storage
cost and raises privacy or security concerns.
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Through the above methods we mentioned, the re-
markable role of data sparsity in service recommenda-
tion has been considered; however, they still have
several drawbacks. First, they are vulnerable to privacy
leakage when cross-platform QoS data are demanded
to be fused to achieve better recommendation perfor-
mances. Second, similarity calculation or model train-
ing of large-scale data repeatedly may block high
efficiency and scalability when QoS data increase and
update constantly.

2.2 Recommendation with privacy preservation
Data fusion in distributed environment often leads to
privacy issues. Anonymity technique is a common
way to protect private information of the user. Zhang
[15] adopted anonymity technique by local recoding
and combines the t-ancestors (similar to K-means)
with the aggregation clustering algorithm for solving
the problem of privacy information disclosure to third
party. Casino [16] implements K-anonymity through
microaggregation technology to protect user privacy
during service recommendation. Memon [17] general-
izes and blurs the unique location information of
users by applied K-anonymity, so as to protect the
location information of users while recommending
services. However, the recommendation accuracy of
the above three methods decreases accordingly while
certain data are distorted simultaneously. In terms of
protecting privacy information in QoS data, Dou [18]
focuses on finding the “representative” QoS values in
users’ historical records, which can be implemented
and shared by distributed platforms, while the user
privacy information contained in certain QoS values
may still be partially disclosed to the public. Zheng
[19] takes “the amount of data that a user needs to
be open” as an adjustable parameter and model mul-
tiobjective optimization problem as NP-hard with
high time complexity, thus obtaining a good com-
promise between the availability and privacy of the
data; however, a small amount of QoS data opened
may also be leaked to some extent. Zhu [20] obscures
real QoS data by adding random value to each
service-specific QoS data; then, user similarity and
service recommendation are calculated by obfuscated
data to protect privacy values, but QoS values of the
user itself in this way will still be partially leaked.
Due to the unique characteristics of LSH (i.e.,

neighboring points are still close after hashing with
large probability), LSH has already been utilized to
secure users’ privacy in service recommendation for
privacy-preserving and efficient outcome [21–23].
However, LSH-based recommendation methods often
face the below difficulty: it does not take into account

the sparsity data problem, which decreases the recom-
mendation robustness severely.
Based on the above analysis, existing service recom-

mendation methods can seldom cope with the sparse
data issue and privacy-preservation requirements
simultaneously. Considering this challenge, we bring
forth a novel recommendation method that is not
only robust but also privacy preserving in the follow-
ing sections.

3 Formulation and motivation
3.1 Problem formulation
To simplify the following discussion, the symbols to
be recruited in this paper can be described as below.
For facilitation, the recommendation problem can be
formalized by a four-tuple (M, U, E, mi.j.q) as below:

1. M = {m1, …, mn}: candidate services
2. U = {u1, …, um}: users who ever invoked services

in set M
3. E = {e1, …, es}: distributed edge platforms where ek

(1 ≤ e ≤ s) possess the kth part of records of QoS
data in set M

4. mi.j.q: QoS values on dimension q for service mj

(1 ≤ j ≤ n) rated by user ui (1 ≤ i ≤m). Particularly,
if ui did not rate mj, then mi.j.q = 0 holds

In view of the above formal symbol representation,
the privacy-preserving recommendation problem with
sparse data can be described as follows: a recommender
system integrates the distributed mi.j.q data to discover
appropriate services for a target user; during the above
process, real QoS values cannot be leaked to the out-
side. To tackle this issue, we introduce a novel method
in Section 4.

3.2 Motivation
To clarify the idea of this paper, an intuitive example
is demonstrated in Fig. 1 to introduce our motivation
in detail.
In Fig. 1, we can see that historical QoS data are dis-

tributed in two edge platforms: Google and Microsoft.
Suppose that there are a total of n candidate services
{m1, …, mn} and four users {u1, u2, u3, u4}; several QoS
data records mi.j.q in each distributed edge platform are
also provided where “mi.j.q = 0” means that ui has never
rated mj before. In this situation, the size of service
intersection between users is fairly small, which ser-
iously hinders a target user from finding his/her similar
neighbors and interested services. Therefore, the rec-
ommender system needs to integrate the QoS values
from both Google and Microsoft so as to make a more
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comprehensive decision; afterwards, similarity between
different users, e.g., u1 and u2, can be obtained for seek-
ing similar neighbors in recommender system, and
then, more accurate and comprehensive recommended
results can be achieved in a privacy-preserving way.
In view of this, a novel service recommendation method

adapted to data sparsity and privacy preservation is pre-
sented in the next section.

4 Our solution: SerRecsparsity-LSH
In this section, we bring forth a novel recommendation
method under sparse data environment based on
multi-probing LSH, named SerRecsparsity-LSH. In Section
4.1, basic LSH technique is briefly introduced; then, the
details of our proposed method are presented in
Section 4.2.

4.1 Basic locality-sensitive hashing
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) has been put forward
by Aristides Gionis in 1999 [7] and has been proved to
be appropriate for fast approximate querying millions
of data; the accuracy of query results is same as that of
“brute force” query basically and widely used in many
fields, such as videos and image queries. The main idea
of LSH theory can be shown as in Fig. 2. First, original
data space is converted into a LSH data space by hyper-
planes in Fig. 2a. Afterwards, (1) two neighboring
points like A and B in the original data space are still
neighbors with high probability (i.e., A and B are on the
same side of the hyperplane l1) in LSH data space; (2)
two dissimilar points like A and C (or B and C) are still
not neighbors with high probability (i.e., the two points
are on the different sides of the hyperplane l2) in LSH
data space. Furthermore, the distance from the point to
the hyperplane can be calculated to find the nearest
neighbors or the most similar neighbors.

We utilize the example in Fig. 2b to illustrate the
distance calculation process. Assume that two points
a and b are on the same side of the hyperplane l1 in
LSH data space, op�! ( op�!≠ 0) is a normal vector of

hyperplane l1 while vectors oa�! and ob
�!

are used to
compute the distance between points a and b to the
hyperplane, respectively. We assume O1 and O2 are
projection points of points a and b on normal vector
op�! , OO1 and OO2 are corresponding to the projec-
tion distance (i.e., the distance from the point to hy-

perplane) of vectors oa�! and ob
�!

to the normal
vector op�!. Then, according to dot product principle,
the distance OO1 (or OO2) from the point a (or b) to
hyperplane l1 can be obtained by formula (1). Here, ‖
op�!‖ represents the modulus of normal vector op�!
and symbol “ ∘ ” represents the dot product between
two vectors. Thus, the distance from each point to
the hyperplane can be gained in LSH data space,
which makes it easier to find out the nearest neigh-
bors of fixed points.

proj OO1ð Þ ¼ oa�!∘ op�!
‖ op�!‖

ð1Þ

In the above example, we have observed the basic
theory and three advantages of LSH technique. First,
transforming the original data into LSH data space
greatly improves the efficiency and scalability of the
process for similar neighbors finding. Second, the ori-
ginal data in LSH data space is transparent to users,
through which user privacy can be protected signifi-
cantly. Third, distributed data could be integrated into
a unified LSH data space, which improves the accur-
acy of uniform calculation considerably. Therefore,
the LSH technique is extended in this paper to

Fig. 1 Cross-edge recommendation with sparse data and privacy concerns
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achieve the goal of privacy-preserving service recom-
mendation with sparse data in edge environment.

4.2 SerRecsparsity-LSH: recommendation based on multi-
probing LSH
Concretely, our method mainly includes three steps
as elaborated in the reminder of this subsection.

4.2.1 Step 1: Generate index tables
We utilize user-service QoS matrix to generate a user
index table on the basis of LSH. Here, Pearson correl-
ation coefficient (PCC) is introduced for similarity com-
putation between two web users or web services in the
collaborative filtering applications [21–23]. In order to
preserve the property of “similarity keeping” of LSH, we
employ LSH functions for PCC distance to achieve the
conversion from original data to user indices, which can
simplify the similarity calculation process greatly. Specif-
ically, for each ui ∈ U, his/her obtained QoS values over
n services {m1, …, mn} in set M is converted into m-di-

mensional vector uðiÞ��!
= (mi.1 .q, mi.2.q, …, mi.n .q) where

q is a quality dimension of each service and mi.j.q = 0 if
user ui does not rate mj before. Then, based on [6], the

hash value of vector uðiÞ��!
, denoted by h(u(i)), could be de-

rived by the function adopted in (2). In the function, v!
= (v1, …, vn) is a vector whose dimensional value vj (1 ≤ j
≤ n) is random data belonging to [− 1,1].

h u ið Þð Þ ¼ 1 if u ið Þ��!
∘ v! > 0

0 if u ið Þ��!
∘ v!≤0

(
ð2Þ

Afterwards, repeat the above conversion process R
times through different vectors v! (i.e., the number of
vectors v! is denoted by R), and then, the index for

user ui can be built as H(u(i)) = (h1(u(i)), h2(u(i)),…,
hR(u(i))). Continually, the conversion between original
data space and LSH data space through hash mapping
“ui → H(ui)” are preserved in a hash table, repre-
sented by user_table offline. Thus, if an edge platform
intends to share its data but fear to disclose user
privacy to other parties, it can expose less-sensitive
user indices to other parties. The integrated user
index tables of multiple edge platforms can not only
protect sensitive user data, but also provide more
comprehensive recommendation bases for users.

4.2.2 Step 2: Neighbor search
According to step 1, we can search for neighbors of utar-
get from the user index table user_table, i.e., the hash
values of neighbors are equal to the hash value of utarget.
However, it is a very strict condition for discovering
similar neighbors in a sparse data environment, as there
is a high probability that no similar neighbors can be
found for utarget. In this situation, we relax the condition
for neighbor search so as to improve the robustness of
the recommender systems. Furthermore, the found
neighbors of utarget are put in set Nei_Set. Thus, al-
though we can obtain a set of neighbors of utarget, we do
not know the proximity of the neighbors in Nei_Set to
the target user in LSH data space. Motivated by this
drawback, we put forward a “distance” formula as in (3)
(the physical meaning of the distance is illustrated in
Section 4.1) to measure the “distance” between similar
neighbors and target user so as to find the “most simi-
lar” neighbors. Concretely, each ui ∈ U has obtained a
unique index table user_table (i.e., R bit of hash values)
in step 1 where each hash value corresponds to a hyper-
plane or a normal vector. The distance calculation for a
hash value is exampled in (3), where the normal vector
vr! is corresponding to the rth hyperplane and ‖vr!‖ rep-
resents the modulus of normal vector vr!.

a b
Fig. 2 a, b Rationale of locality-sensitive hashing
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Dr u ið Þð Þ ¼ u ið Þ��!
∘vr!

‖vr!‖
ð3Þ

Then, the distance corresponding to each hash
value can be calculated and the pair (hr(u(i)), Dr(u(i)))
for each user can be obtained in a user index table
user_table. For example, if r = 4, then the hash value
string “1101” for the distance to each hyperplane are
6, 10, − 5, 8, respectively; symbol “−” represents the
other side of the hyperplane. Here, the users in set
Nei_Set are considered as utarget’s similar neighbors
based on step 1. In order to find the most similar
neighbor set, we need to calculate the proximity be-
tween the users in Nei_Set and the target user in the
LSH data space. If ui ∈ Nei_Set, then the proximity
(corresponding to R(1 ≤ r ≤ R) hash values in an index
table) between ui and utarget could be measured in
user_table by (4); symbol “|a|” represents the absolute
value of a. Then, we sort the Pro values of candidate
users ui in ascending order, and the smaller the Pro
value is, the closer the neighbor ui is to utarget. Fi-
nally, the neighbors corresponding to the top-k Pro
values are regarded as “most similar” neighbors of
utarget and placed in set Sim_Set.

Pro utarget; uið Þuser table ¼
XR

1≤ r ≤R

j Dr u targetð Þð Þ−Dr u ið Þð Þ j ð4Þ

While LSH is a probability-based neighbor-fast-
search technique, so one index table for user ui cannot
retain the “similarity keeping” property of LSH. In view
of the shortcoming, multiple user index tables, i.e.,
user_table1, user_table2,…, user_tableT are implemented
through the same hash mapping process; thus, we
adopt the “OR” operation to relax the conditions for
neighbor searching. Namely, if ui is one of the “most
similar” neighbors of utarget in any hash table, then ui is
deemed to be a “most similar” neighbor of utarget.

4.2.3 Step 3: Optimal service selection
If service mj was not rated by utarget before, then mj’s
quality over dimension q by utarget, i.e., mtarget,j.q could
be predicted through (5). Therein, |Sim_Set| denotes
the size of Sim_Set and mi,j.q denotes the QoS values of
mj observed by ui. Finally, we rank all the candidate
services mj by their predicted values in (5) and the ser-
vice with the highest predicted value mtarget,j.q will be
selected and put in set M_Set. At last, the services in
M_Set are returned to utarget.

mtarget; j:q ¼

X
ui∈Sim Set

mi; j:q

j Sim Set j ð5Þ

Through the abovementioned three steps of the
SerRecsparsity-LSH method, a recommender system can
make privacy-preserving and robust recommendation
decisions when the data are sparse in the edge
environment. Moreover, the pseudo code of our pro-
posal can be divided into three algorithms and ex-
hibited as follows.
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5 Experiments
In Section 5.1, we introduce the experimental setup; in
Section 5.2, we describe and analyze the experimental
results of the proposed method.

5.1 Experimental setup
Experiments are implemented on Movielens dataset,
which contains ratings of 3900 movies from 6040 users.
To validate the prediction performance, we compare
SerRecsparsity-LSH with three state-of-the-art methods:
Random, WSRec [24], and SBT-Rec [12]. Random is a
benchmark that chooses services randomly; WSRec pre-
dicts the missing QoS data by considering the average
QoS of the target service invoked by all users and the
average QoS of all services invoked by the target user;

SBT-Rec first searches for the indirect neighbors of the
target user through social balance theory and collabora-
tive filtering, and then recommends optimal services
based on the derived neighbors. The experiments were
running on a laptop with an i7-6500U CPU (2.50 GHz)
and 16.0 GB RAM, Windows 7 operation system and Py-
thon 3.6. The experiments were executed 50 times, and
average values are applied ultimately.

5.2 Experimental results
Four groups of experiments are performed and evalu-
ated. Four parameters are displayed in the experiments:
m and n mean the number of users and services, re-
spectively; L and R mean the number of hash tables and
hash functions, respectively.

5.2.1 Evaluation item 1: accuracy of four methods
Users always expect to receive accurate recommended
results from the recommender systems. So we test the
accuracy values of the mentioned four competitive
methods via MAE. The value of n is equal to 3900; the
value of m changes from 1000 to 6000; L = 10; R = 10.
Comparison results are reported in Fig. 3. As can be ob-
served that SerRecsparsity-LSH has achieved a smaller MAE
(i.e., a higher accuracy) than other three methods as
LSH can promise to find out those real neighbors of a
target user.

5.2.2 Evaluation item 2: robustness of four methods
We utilize the successful rate (%) to depict the robust-
ness of the four methods (Fig. 4). Experiment parameters
are the same as that in evaluation item 1, and results are
shown in Fig. 3. The Random and WSRec methods have
the highest values of successful rate (100%) as they can
randomly assign a value for any missing QoS data.

Fig. 3 Accuracy of the different methods
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However, these two methods did not take any strategy to
secure the sensitive data of users, while the SerRecsparsi-
ty-LSH method approaches the above two methods in
terms of successful rate and outperforms that of the
SBT-Rec method.

5.2.3 Evaluation item 3: efficiency of four methods
Experiment parameters are the same as that in evalu-
ation item 1. We measure the consumed time of four
methods, and comparisons are depicted in Fig. 5. From
the comparison results, we can see that the Random
method achieves the optimal performance as it does not
need to consider the concrete QoS data of every service.
While SerRecsparsity-LSH method approaches the Random
method in terms of time cost and performs better than
those of WSRec and SBT-Rec methods as the employed

LSH technique are very efficient in neighbor search as
the search bases (i.e., index tables) can be achieved off-
line before recommendation process begins.

5.2.4 Evaluation item 4: accuracy of SerRecsparsity-LSH with L-
R pairs
The LSH parameters L and R can narrow or relax the
search condition for neighbors of target users in SerRec-
sparsity-LSH method and further influence the performance
of SerRecsparsity-LSH method. Here, we study the inner
correlations between accuracy of the SerRecsparsity-LSH
method with L-R pairs. L and R are both varied from 2
to 10. Comparison results are shown in Fig. 6. We can
observe a drop of MAE when R grows as more LSH
functions indicate a narrower search condition for
neighbors in SerRecsparsity-LSH. In addition, we have also

Fig. 4 Robustness of the different methods

Fig. 5 Efficiency of the different methods
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noticed a rise of MAE when L grows as more LSH tables
indicate a more relaxed search condition for neighbors
in the suggested SerRecsparsity-LSH method.

5.3 Discussions
LSH is a kind of hash technique, which means that al-
though LSH can protect the sensitive information of users
when performing service recommendation, the effect of
privacy preservation of LSH cannot be measured easily.
For simple experiments, we only test the discrete data in
Movielens dataset without testing other data types popular
in the big data environment, e.g., continuous data type
[25–29], Boolean data type [30], and fuzzy data type [31–
33]. In addition, we only test a single criterion (user rat-
ing) without discussing the popular cases with multiple
criteria [34–44] and their inner linear correlations [45–
48], nonlinear correlations [49–66], and weights [67–73].
Therefore, we hope to refine our method by addressing
these more complicated situations in the future research.

6 Conclusion
Through analyzing historical service usage data, a
recommender system can infer the potential user prefer-
ences and make corresponding recommendations. How-
ever, in the edge environment, the service usage data
stored in each edge server are often very sparse and sen-
sitive, which may result in expected cold-start problems
and privacy leakage risks. Considering these drawbacks,
traditional LSH technique is improved to be multi-
probing LSH and then introduced to aid the recommen-
dation process so as to guarantee the security and
robustness of recommender systems. Experiments con-
ducted on well-known dataset prove the effectiveness
and efficiency of the work. In the upcoming research

work, we will extend our work further by incorporating
more complex multi-criterion and multi-data-type cases.
Besides, measuring the capability of privacy preservation
of our recommendation approach is another research
direction in the future work.
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